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ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR BUSINESS 
DISTRICT OF CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS.
I INTRODUCTION.
The present ornamental street lighting system in the 
business district is the result of installations of various types 
of standards at various times. It is a multiple system operating 
at 110 volts. The standards are of sheet metal with cast iron 
bases. The lead covered cable supplying the energy to the lamps 
was installed partly in conduit and partly under pavements or side­
walks. The system is in bad shape at present due to two main causes, 
first, rusting of the standards, and second, cable failure. In as 
much as new pavements and new sidewalks have been laid since the 
installation of the cable, the expense of replacing defective cable 
has been considered prohibitive and the standards are now fed, in 
a number of instances, by overhead wires.
This condition lead the city council to take up the propo­
sition of a new installation, and the author was employed to design 
a system arid to prepare an estimate of the cost of such system. It 
was decided to include not only all of the present business streets 
but also some of the streets in the neighborhood of the business 
district.
II CHOICE OF UNITS AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION.
The boundaries of the district were chosen in sucn a way 
as to be roughly rectangular. The result of fixing the boundaries 
in this way is that four classes of streets are included. First,
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those which are purely residential and which will remain so for 
some years to come; second those on which businesses and residences 
are now intermixed and which do not give promise of rapid develop­
ment into strictly business localities; third those which are 
practically given over to business but not of the retail type; and 
fourth those on which the most active retail trading is done.
The lighting requirements of these streets are different 
and for convenience will be classed as residential, semi-residentialji, 
serai-business, and business respectively.
For the residential lighting a minimum vertical illumination 
equal to that of bright moonlight (namely .02 foot candle) was 
assumed as the minimum illumination. Three styles of tops were 
considered, namely the ball globe, the lovalux or Solux with re­
flecting plate, Fig. 1, and the hovalux or Colux with refracting 
dome, Fig. 2. The curves showing the distribution intensity for 
the three types using 100 candle power lamps are shown in Figures 
3, 4, and 5 respectively. Curves A, B, & C, Fig. 6 show the normal 
illumination at different distances from the lamp for the three 
styles of tops respectively on 10 ft. 6 in. standards. An exami­
nation of curves of Fig 6, will show that the desired illumination 
can be obtained with spacings as follows;
ball globe 90 feet
Movalux or Colux 100
Uovalux or Colux with
refracting dome 117 TT
The comparative cost of standards with the three styles of tops 
per thousand feet of street is as follows;
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ball globe |672
Novalux or Solux 655
Novalux or Solux with
refracting sorae605
There is not much difference between the cost of the first amd 
second types and about ten per cent between the first and third 
types. Since the cost of the standards and foundation is about 
thirty per cent of the total cost of the system the ten per cent 
reduction in cost of standards and foundations means a reduction 
of only three per cent in the total cost.
The ball globe was.chosen despite the slightly higher 
cost, for the following reasons; first, the ball globe is pre­
ferable in business streets because it illuminates the fronts of 
the buildings thereby eliminating the tunnel effect, which would 
be present if a top that cut off the upward light were used, and 
as there is no sharp line of demarcation between business and 
residential streets, the same type must necessarily be used through 
out; second the cost of replacing broken glass-ware will be less 
for the ball globe than for the other types; and third it is more 
pleasing in appearance.
The semi-residential and semi-business sections require 
a greater intensity than the residential and the next size larger 
lamp (namely 250 candle power) was selected. Also a 12 ft. 6 in. 
standard was chosen for these two sections as well as for the 
purely business sections. The only difference between the design 
for the semi-residential and the semi-business sections lies in 
the method of installing the cable. In the semi-residential 
sections parkings are available in which to install the cable and
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steel taped cable will be used. In the semi-business sections 
little or no parking is available and conduit construction and 
lead covered cable will be used.
Recognizing the stimulation produced by brilliant illumi­
nation it was decided to double the number of standards in the 
business section. On the purely business streets, therefore, 
standards using 250 candle power lamps will be placed on both 
sides of the street with approximately the same spacings as for 
the other sections where staggered spacing will be used. Since 
the need for the brilliant illumination does not last all night 
alternate lamps are arranged on a group and can be turned out at 
midnight.
The kind of lighting for the different sections can be 
summarized as follows;
100 candle power lamps on 10 ft.
6 in. standards, alternate stand­
ards on opposite sides of the 
street, and steel taped cable
250 candle power lamps on 12 ft.
6 in. standards spaced as above, 
and steel taped cable.
250 candle power lamps on 12 ft.
6 in. standards spaced as above, 
and lead covered cable in conduit.
250 candle power lamps on 12 ft.
6 in. standards placed opposite 
one another and iead covered cable 
in conduit. Alternate lights on 
separate circuit to be turned out 
at midnight.
for the residential section
the semi-residential section
the semi-business section
the business section
Ill CHOICE OF SYSTEM*
' ELECTRICAL FEATURES
There are three type3 of series systems; straight series,
straight series with current transformers at each standard, and 
the group system.
In the straight series system a3 shown in Figure 7, all 
of the lamps supplied by one regulator are connected in series 
across the regulator. If the district to be lighted is some 
distance from the control station it is desirable to have as many 
lights as possible on one regulator to reduce the cost of cable 
from the station to the district. This results in the use of high 
voltage which is undesirable for two reasons first liability of 
injury to persons coming in contact with any part of the system 
and second the high cost of cable for the high voltages used. On 
the other hand this system has the advantage of simplicity, the 
equipment being reduced to a minimum.
In the series system with individual current transformers, 
as shown in Figure 8, a current transformer is installed in the 
base of each standard thus insulating the lamp and leads up the 
standard from the high voltage carried on the underground cables. 
This system has the following advantages,- first, the life hazard 
present in the straight series system is eliminated, and second, 
if high power lamps are used the current transformers can be used 
to supply the large current required by the lamps while a smaller 
current is used in the line, thus reducing the cost of line copper 
required. When the system is used for the smaller lamp this
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advantage disappears. The disadvantages of this system are; 
first, high initial cost, and second, increased number of sources 
of trouble due to the increase in the amount of equipment needed.
In the group system as shown in Figure 9, the lamps are 
divided into groups and one insulating transformer is used for 
each group. The advantages are,- first, the voltage of each 
group can be kept low enough to practically eliminate the life 
hazard present in the straight series system, nearly equalling, 
in this respect the individual transformer system, and second, 
since the voltage for the entire group is lowered, a cheaper 
cable can be used than is required for either of the other systems 
The disadvantages are,-first the necessity of constructing man­
holes in which to place the group transformers, and second, a 
larger number of sources of trouble than with the straight series 
system.
Table I shows a comparison of the systems with regard to 
possible voltage to ground from the lamp socket, and the cost per 
standard. The figures given apply to 100 c. p. lamps installed 
in locations where it is possible to use parkway cable and assum­
ing that 55 kva regulators will be used to supply constant current 
to the entire circuit and that 10 kva series tranforraers will be 
used in addition to supply the groups in the group system.
Because of the comparatively low life hazard and low 
initial cost the group system was adopted.
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TABLE I
maximum voltage cost per stand
i Straight series 5300 110.28
Individual transformer 11 135.28
Group 757 99.78
It was decided to use thirty-five kva regulating trans­
formers because with the standard current of 6.6 amperes the e.m.f. 
would be in the neighborhood of 5000 volts, ana it was thought 
that this value was as high as should be used.
The selection of the number of lamps to each group was 
based upon two considerations, first, to have as few groups as 
possible in order to reduce the number of series transformers 
needed and manholes needed, and second to have the voltage on the 
groups low enough to remove the life hazard. Ten kva series trans- 
fromers were found to meet both requirements. The middle point 
of the secondary of the series transformer is to be grounded there­
by reducing the maximum shock which one would receive from the 
circuit to one of 750 volts.
MECHANICAL FEATURES
Cable for street lights can be installed in either of two 
ways. If conduit is laid in the ground lead covered cable can be 
pulled into the conduit and connected to the various pieces of 
equipment. If no conduit is installed lead covered cable with 
two layers each of steel tape and tarred jute around it can be 
laid directly in the earth with no other protection, and connected 
to the various pieces of equipment. The main advantages of the 
conduit system lies in the fact that the cable can be replaced at 
any time without any excavation whatever while the advantage of
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the steel taped cable system lies in the lower first cost. Becaus< 
of the comparative ease and cheapness with which cable installed 
in conduit can be replaced in the event of cable failure, it was 
decided to use the conduit system in all localities where the 
street is now completely covered with superstructure (sidewalks 
and pavement) or will be so covered in a short time. These con­
ditions apply to the localities previously classified as business 
and semi-business. In the localities classed as semi-residential 
and residential, parkings are available in which to lay the cables 
and the expense of conduit installation is not justified. There­
fore, steel taped cable without further protection will be used.
The main leads from the control station to the centers of 
distribution were considered important enough to justify conduit 
construction. As a matter of fact an investigation of the cost for 
this particular service showed that the cost of carrying the main 
cables in conduit was but a small percentage above the cost of 
running steel taped cable. This is true because, with conduit, 
twin conductor cable can be ued which costs less per foot than 
single conductor steel taped cable. The routing of the mains is 
such that parking is available practically all of the way and the 
cost of conduit installation is therefore such that the difference 
in cost between one twin conductor lead covered cable and two singl 
conductor steel taped cable is nearly enough to pay for the conduit
IV ESTIMATE OP QUANTITIES AND COSTS.
The estimate of the quantities was obtained as follows:- 
standards were located on the map in such a way as to conform, as
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nearly as the length of the blocks would permit, to the spacing 
decided upon. This gave the total number of standards needed.
Ihe group circuits were then drawn in several ways and the group- 
i-GfcS giving the minimum amount of cable was chosen. The manholes 
were then located in such positions as to make it possible to start 
each group at a manhole thus obviating the need of running cable 
one or more blocks in order to pick up the group. With the man­
holes located, the length of cable for the main leads was determin­
ed.
An examination of Plate I will show that the half night 
group number 13, is the only half night group east of the Illinois 
Central .Railroad and if it were fed by the same regulator as the 
other half night groups, it would be necessary either to operate 
it from a series transformer on Main D at University Ave. and 
Randolph Street or to run a main lead from the control station to 
the manhole at University Ave. and First Street.
Either of these methods would be expensive. The cost was 
reduced by connecting the series transformer feeding this group 
to the all night main (Main C) and controlling the burning hours 
of Group 13 by a time switch. An oil break time switch will be 
connected across the secondary terminals of the transformer and 
set to open at four P. M. and to close at 12 midnight. In this 
way the group will be lighted with the rest of the groups at the 
regular time and will go out at midnight when the transformer is 
short circuited by the switch.
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Knowing the routing of the cables, the numbers of ducts 
needed for the various locations was determined (See Plate II) 
and the total number of feet of one, two, three, four, and five 
duct runs figured.
The total cost of each item as it appears in the estimate 
is composed of three items: cost of material, cost of labor, and 
added percentage. The added percentage includes ten per cent 
profit to the contractor, ten per cent depreciation in local im­
provement bonds, and five per cent for unforseen contingencies.
The five per cent for contingencies would normally appear as a 
separate item but in a local improvement estimate such a separate 
item is contrary to the statutes, and therefore is absorbed in the 
cost of each item.
4 35 Kva 60 cycle 2300 volt Primary, 6.6 amp­
ere secondary,moving coil, station type, con­
stant current regulators installed ready for 
operation inclusive of all labor and material,
at $750.00 each ----------------------------- $ 3,000.00
4 Control panels complete in place, with necess­
ary meters and switches for controlling one 
regulator and one circuit, inclusive of all 
labor and material, except wire for connec­
tions to bus bars ant to regulator, at
#190.00 e a c h ............................... - 760.00
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9 10 Kva 60 cycle, 6.6 ampere primary, 6.6 amp­
ere secondary underground type series trans­
formers, insulated for use on 5000 volt cir­
cuit, inclusive of all labor and material for 
installing in manhole and connecting to primary
and to secondary circuits, at .#250.00 each-- $ 2,250.00
3 5 Kva 60 cycle 6.6 ampere primary, 6.6 ampere 
secondary underground type series transformers, 
insulated for use on 5000 volt circuit, inclu­
sive of all labor and material for installing 
in manhole and connecting to primary and to
secondary circuits, at $180.00 each --------- 540.00
240 12 ft. 6 in. one light ornamental cast iron
standards complete with pothead, pothead support, 
film socket, 250 candle power 6.6 ampere type "C"
Series Mazda lamp and globe, inclusive of all 
labor and material for erecting on concrete found­
ations, at $65.00 e a c h -------•---------------  15,600.00
198 12 ft. 6 in. one light ornamental cast iron
standards complete with pothead, pothead sup­
port, film socket, 250 candle-power, 6.6 amp­
ere Type "C" Series Mazda lamp and globe, in­
clusive of all labor and material for erect­
ing on existing concrete sidewalks, at $65.00
each 12,870.00
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145
10
11300
600
32700
10 ft. 6 in. one light ornamental cast 
iron standards complete with pothead, 
pothead support, film socket, 100 candle- 
power, 6.6 ampere Type "C" Series Mazda 
lamp and globe inclusive of all labor 
and material for erecting on concrete
foundation, at $53.00 each ----------- $ 7,685.00
7 ft. one light ornamental cast iron 
standards complete with pothead, pothead 
support, film socket, 250 candle-power,
6.6 ampere Type "C” Series Mazda lamp and 
globe, inclusive of all labor and material 
for erecting on concrete foundations at
$53.00 each -----------------------------  530.00
Lineal feet 600 volt single conductor, 
steel taped wire, inclusive of all labor 
and material for laying in trench, back­
filling and connecting to potheads at
$230.00 per 1000 ft. -------------------- 2,599.00
Lineal feet 600 volt twin conductor, lead
covered cable installed in standards and
connected to potheads and film socket at
$150.00 per 1000 ft...........-.........  90.00
Lineal feet 1000 volt single conductor, 
steel taped wire, inclusive of all labor 
and material for laying in trench, back­
filling and connecting to potheads at $240.
!  e r  1 0 0 0  f  t  - ~  ~  —  '  “  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -  -  -   ^
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58700
5800
100
13400
500
163
Lineal feet 1000 volt single conductor, 
lead covered wire, installed in conduit 
and connected to potheads, inclusive of 
all labor and material for making necess­
ary splices and connections, at $100.00
per 1000 ft. — ............ ....... -.....$
Lineal feet 1000 volt twin conductor, lead 
covered cable installed in standards and 
connected to potheads and film socket, at
$180.00 per 1000 f t . ------------ -......
Lineal feet 5000 volt single conductor, 
lead covered wire, at $230.00 per 1000
ft............................ ...........
Lineal feet 5000 volt twin conductor, lead 
covered wire installed in conduit, inclu­
sive of all labor and material for making 
necessary splices, at $345.00 per 100
ft.........................................
Lineal feet 5000 volt 3ingle conductor, 
double braid wire, at $120.00 per 1000
ft. -......................... -...........
20 in. x 20 in. x 24 in. Portland cement 
concrete foundations for one light orna­
mental standard, complete with anchor 
bolts and cable duct, at $7.50 each------
5,870.00
1,044.00
23.00
4,623.00
60.00
1,222.50
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240
2
3
8
3300
23500
6900
24 in. x 24 in. x 30 in. Portland cement 
concrete foundations, for one light orna­
mental standard, complete with anchor bolts
and cable duct, at $8.50 each ------------  2,040.00
4 ft. x 6 ft. x 6 ft. Brick Manholes with 
concrete roof slab and cast iron manhole
top, at $130.00 e a c h -------------- - -------  260.00
6 ft. x 6 ft. x 6 ft. Brick Manholes with
concrete roof slab and cast iron manhole top,
at $200.00 e a c h--- ------ ----------------- 600.00
3 ft. x 4 ft. x 5 ft. Brick Manholes with 
concrete roof slab and cast iron manhole top,
at $90.00 e a c h-- -------------------------
Lineal feet trenching, laying (including 
concrete envelope), backfilling, and re­
placing superstructure for one duct condu­
it run, at $1.50 per lineal ft. ----------
Lineal feet trenching, laying (including 
concrete envelope), backfilling, and repla­
cing superstructure for two duct conduit run,
at $1.50 per lineal ft. --------------------
Lineal feet trenching, laying (including con­
crete envelope), backfilling and replacing 
superstructure for three duct conduit run, 
at $1.50 per lineal ft. --------------------
720.00
4,950.00
32,250.00
10,350.00
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1200 Lineal feet trenching, laying (including 
concrete envelope), backfilling, and re­
placing superstructure for four duct con­
duit run, at $2.00 per lin. ft.--------- 2,400.00
900 Lineal feet trenching, laying (including 
concrete envelope), backfilling, and re­
placing superstructure for five duct con­
duit run, at $2.30 per lin. ft.--------- 2,070.00
80300 Lineal feet 2-inch fibre conduit at $0.10
per lin. ft.-----------------------------  8,030.00
431 18 in. x 18 in. x 42 in. concrete pull
boxes with cast iron covers and rims com­
plete in place, at $22.00 e a c h ---- ---- 9,482.00
3500 Lineal feet 2-inch genuine 3yers wrought 
iron pipe galvanized for crossing paved 
streets, in place, at $0.90 per lin.ft.-- 3,150.00
1 8-day, twice a day, oil break 2500 volt
time switch at $130 e a c h ----------------  130.00
Supervision and inspection --------------  4,594.00
Cost of making and collecting special as­
sessment, including court costs---------   8,830.00
TOTAL...................... $159 ,470.50
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SPECIFICATIONS
REGULATORS
Four constant current regulators, for the purpose of trans­
forming the constant potential power supplied, into the constant 
current power required by the lighting units, shall be installed 
in the present street lighting control station. The constant 
current regulators shall have a capacity of 35 kilovolt-amperes, 
and they shall be of the moving coil, air cooled type for use on 
a 2300 volt, 60 cycle primary circuit. They shall maintain 
secondary current within one per cent of the rated value of 6.6 
amperes from no load to full load. The moving elements shall be 
critically damped. The windings shall successfully stand for a 
period of sixty seconds, a potential difference of at least 7500 
volts (r.m.s. value) between the primary wincing and core, and a 
potential difference of at least 14,000 volts (r.m.s. value) 
between the secondary winding and the core, and between the second­
ary and the primary windings.
CONTROL PANELS
Four control panels, for connecting the constant current 
regulators, hereinbefore described, to the power source and to the 
distributing feeders shall be installed in the present street 
lighting control station. The control panels shall be of black 
marine finish slate, 1.25 inches thick, with 0.25 inch bevel on 
all front edges. They shall be 16 inches wide and of sufficient
-2 3-
height to accommodate the following equipment:
One alternating current ammeter, with current transformer, 
of such a scale range that the 6.6 ampere division is near the 
middle of the scale. The current transformer shall stand, for 
a period of sixty seconds, a potential difference of 14,000 volts 
(r.m.s. value) between primary and secondary windings, or between 
primary winding and the core.
One 2500 volt double pole single throw non-automatic oil 
circuit breaker for connecting primary winding of regulator to 
the bus bars. This oil circuit breaker shall stand, for a period 
of 60 seconds, a potential difference of 7500 volts (r.m.s. value) 
between poles and between each pole and the enclosing case or 
frame.
One 5000 volt double pole, single throw, two handle, 
non-automatic oil circuit breaker for connecting the secondary 
winding of the regulator to the lamp circuit, and for short 
circuiting the secondary winding of the regulator. This oil 
circuit breaker shall stand, for a period of 60 seconds, a poten­
tial difference of 14,000 volts (r.m.s. value) between poles, 
and between each pole and the enclosing case or frame.
Each panel shall be supported from the floor by 1.25 
inch standard black iron pipe frame work, properly braced and 
each panel shall be provided with brackets and insulators for 
supporting three l/2-inch, 2300 volt bus bars.
SERIES TRANSFORMERS.
Nine underground series transformers, which shall have a 
10 Eva 60 cycle 6.6 ampere primary, 6.6 ampere secondary rating,
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shall be installed in manholes at the following locations:
Two at the northwest corner of Handolph Street and Parle 
Avenue, serving lamp groups number two (2) and three (3);
Three at the northwest corner of Handolph Street and 
University Avenue, serving lamp groups numbers four (4), five (5), 
and twelve (12);
Three at the northeast corner of Neil Street and Columbia 
Avemie, serving lamp groups numbers one (1), six (6) and eleven 
(11);
One at the southeast corner of First Street and Univer­
sity Avenue, serving lamp groups number seven (7);
Three underground series transformers, which shall have 
a 5 Hva 60 cycle 6.6 ampere primary, 6.6 ampere secondary rating, 
shall be installed in manholes at the following locations:
One at the southeast corner of First Street and Univer­
sity Avenue serving lamp groups number thirteen (13);
Two at the southeast corner of First Street and Clark 
Street, serving lamp groups number eight (8), and nine (9);
The series transformers shall be used to insulate the 
lamp groups from the main circuit.
The insulation of the series transformers shall success­
fully stand, for a period of 60 seconds, a potential difference 
of 14,000 vo^s (r.m.s. value) between the primary winding and 
the core, ana between the primary and secondary windings; and a 
potential difference of 2500 volts (r.m.s. value)between the 
secondary winding and the core.
Provision shall be made in the design of the transformers 
for grounding the middle point of the secondary winding.
A protective film gap shall be provided across the second­
ary winding. This film gap shall be located vsrithin the case and 
access to it gained by means of a hand hole in the cover.
The cover of the case and the hand hole cover shall be 
equipped with lead gaskets, and shall be bolted to the case and 
to the cover respectively, in such a manner as to make water 
tight joints.
Tapered nipples shall be provided on both primary and 
secondary terminals for connecting to the lead sheathing of the 
cables by wiped joints.
STAEDABDS
All standards shall be of the one light ornamental cast 
iron type and of the size and dimensions shown on the attached 
drawing.
The standards of the respective heights shown on the 
attached drawings shall oe erected at tne locations for the res­
pective classes of service as shown on the attached drawings.
The individual standards shall have weights not less than 
those given in the following table:
For 12 foot 6 inch standards --------  550 pounds
For 10 foot 6 inch standards --------  400 pounds
For 7 foot 0 inch standards *------- - 300 pounds
They shall be made of the best quality of tough gray iron, 
and shall be free from blow holes, sand blisters, or other im­
perfections. The thickness of the iron shall vary uniformly from
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the base to the top, and shall not be less than three-eighths 
(3/0) of an inch at a point twelve (12) inches below the top, 
nor less than one-half (l/2) inch at the base.
The moulds shall be made in steel flasks from metal 
patterns, carefully carved and tooled to insure castings which 
are sharp and true to design.
The standards shall be provided with suitable lugs for 
bolting to the foundation, and with a door in the base for giving 
access to the pothead. The door shall be held in place by 
separate lugs held by brass bolts through the door.
They shall be equipped with spring globe fitter or brass 
screws through brass bushings for holding the globe, mogul base 
film socket, insulator for mounting the socket, dielectric film, 
250 C. P. or 100 G. P. Type C 6.6 ampere series Mazda lamp as 
shown on attached drawings for the respective locations.
POTHEADS
A pothead shall be provided in the base of each standard 
for disconnecting the lamp and for providing means of testing 
the underground cable. They shall provide a receptacle, insulated 
for 1000 volt circuits, in which the underground cables will be 
connected to the wires inside the standard and hermetically 
sealed in with a good insulating compound the equivalent of Ajax 
pothead compound. They shall provide a permanent and effective 
ground for the sheath of the cable. They shall stand for a period 
of 60 seconds, a potential difference of 2500 volts (r.m.s. value) 
between terminals and between terminals and frame.
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GLOBES
A glass ball globe shall be provided on the top of each 
standard for reducing the glare from the filament of the lamp and 
to improve the appearance of the standard. The globes to be 
placed on the 10 foot 6 inch and 7 foot 0 inch standards shall 
have a major diameter of sixteen inches. The globes to be placed 
on the 12 foot 6 inch standards shall have a major diameter of 
eighteen inches.
All globes shall be made of diffusing glassware, having 
a light absorption of not less than eleven (11) per centum or 
more than fifteen (15) per centum.
GABLE
Six hundred (600) volt single conductor steel taped wire 
shall be used for completing the circuit or portion of circuit 
between the secondary terminals of the series transformers, here­
inbefore specified, and the potheads in the standards constituting 
groups 5, 9, 10 and 12 in such respective locations where no 
conduit is to be used, as shown on attached drawings.
Six hundred (600) volt single conductor lead covered wire 
shall be used for completing the circuit, or portion of circuit, 
between the secondary terminals of the series transformers, here­
inbefore specified, and the potheads in the standards constituting 
groups 5, 9, 10 and 13, in such respective locations in which 
conduit is to be installed, as shown on attached drawings.
Six hundred (600) volt twin conductor lead covered wire 
shall be used for completing the circuit between the pothead in 
the base of the standard and the lamp socket at the top of the
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standard in standards constituting groups 5, 9, 10 and 13.
One thousand (1000) volt single conductor steel taped 
wire shall be used for completing the circuit or portion of cir­
cuit between the secondary terminals of the series transformers, 
hereinbefore specified and the potheads in the standards consti­
tuting groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12, in such respective 
locations where no conduit is to be used, as shown on attached 
drawings.
One thousand (1000) volt single conductor lead covered 
wire shall be used for completing the circuit, or portion of 
' circuit, between the secondary terminals of the series transform­
ers, hereinbefore specified, and the potheads in the standards 
constituting groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12, in such res­
pective locations in which conduit is to be installed as shown on 
attached drawings.
One thousand (1000) volt twin conductor, lead covered 
wire shall be used for completing the circuit between the pothead 
in the base of the standard and the lamp socket at the top of the 
standard in standards constituting groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11,
i
and 12.
Five tho^^sand (5000) volt twin conductor wire shall be 
installed in conduits hereinafter described to serve as feeders 
for the various lamp groups and shall connect the series trans­
formers in the manholes to the regulators in the street lighting 
control station.
Five thousand (5000) volt single conductor lead covered 
wire shall be installed to ma^ ce the connections between the five 
thousand (5000) volt twin conductor wire and the series transformei
in the manholes.
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Five thousand (5000) volt single conductor double braid 
■ wire shall be installed for making the connections between regula­
tors and control panels in the street lighting control station.
The wire of the different classes hereinbefore set forth 
shall conform to the following specifications for the respective 
classes.
The conductor shall be of soft drawn annealed copper wire, 
128.40 mils in diameter, having a specific resistance of not more 
than 10.80 ohms per circular mil foot at 20 degrees C. The con­
ductor shall be tinned uniformly throughout its length.
The rubber compound used for the insulation of the con­
ductor shall be homogeneous in character, placed concentrically 
around the conductor, and shall fit tightly thereto.
The rubber compound shall conform to the specifications 
for thirty(30) per cent fine Para rubber, as given in the report 
of the Joint Rubber Committee to the American Institute of Elec­
trical Engineers, 1914.
The rubber wall shall have the following thickness:
For 600 volt service-------------- 3/64 inch
For 1000 volt service-------------- 4/64 inch
For 5000 volt service------------- 12/64 inch
Each length of cable shall successfully stand the follow­
ing dielectric strength test and insulation resistance test:
The dielectric strength test shall be made between the 
conductor and the lead sheathing, using the potential difference, 
in r.m.s. value at 60 cycles per second shown in the accompanying 
table. The electrification shall be for a period of five minutes.
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For 3/64 inch rubber w a l l -------------2500 volts
For 4/64 inch rubber w a l l -----------  4000 volts
For 12/64 inch rubber w a l l ----------- 14000 volts
The insulation resistance test shall be made after the 
dielectric strength test. The leakage current shall be measured 
after a one minute electrification with a continuous electromotive 
force of not less than 100 volts nor more than 500 volts. The 
insulation resistance shall not be less than
5000 megohms per 1000 ft. for 3/64 inch rubber wall;
6180 megohms per 1000 ft. for 4/64 inch rubber wall;
12400 megohms per 1000 ft. for 12/64 inch rubber wall.
The rubber insulation shall be covered with one layer of
' cloth tape in all cases.
The lead sheathing shall consist of commercially pure lead 
and shall be tightly formed around the insulated conductor. The 
interstices of the twin conductor cable shall be completely fill­
ed with jute. The lead sheathing shall have an average thickness 
of l/l6 inch on the 600 volt, 1000 volt, and 5000 volt single con­
ductor cable and the 600 volt and 1000 volt twin conductor cable, 
-and an average thickness of 5/64 inch on the 5000 volt twin con­
ductor cable. The thickness shall in no case be less than 90% 
of the average thickness given above.
The steel taped cable shall have around the lead sheathing, 
concentric thereto, and in the order named: one layer tarred jute 
5/64 inch thick; two layers of steel tape, .035 in. thick, each 
thoroughly tarred, and wound in reverse directions with not more 
than l/l6 inch between successive turns; and one layer of tarred 
jute, 5/64 inch thick, treated with talc or other powder to 
facilitate handling.
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BITTJMINIZED FIBRE CONDUIT
Bituminized fibre conduit shall be laid in a concrete 
envelope, as hereinafter specified, at the locations shown on 
the attached drawings for conduit, and shall conform to the 
following specifications:
MATERIAL
The material used in making up the fibre conduit shall be 
macerated wood fibre impregnated with a bituminous compound.
The completed duct shall be so constructed as to make a 
homogeneous mass, thoroughly and evenly impregnated, and not com­
posed of laminated layers.
The conduit shall be constructed of such materials that it 
will not be affected by any constituents which may be present in 
the ground and shall not contain any constituents which may corrode 
the lead sheath of the lead covered wire or the armor of the steel 
taped wire.
When subjected to a temperature of 212 degrees Fahrenheit,
I *
the conduit shall not show any appreciable softening, nor shall any 
of the impregnating compound exude from the conduit.
Each conduit length shall withstand a puncture test of 
25,000 volts dry, and 20,000 volts after immersion in water for 
200 hours.
DIMENSIONS
The conduit shall be of nominal two (2) inch diameter.
The thickness of the wall shall not be less than one-quarte: 
(l/4) inch.
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The length of the sections shall be five (5) feet, except 
that up to ten (10) per cent of each shipment may be called for 
in short lengths varying from two feet (2 ft.) to four feet six 
inches (4 ft. 6 in.) in length.
The bore of the conduit shall be true, the cross section 
shall not vary at any point more than one-eighth (1/8) inch from 
a true circle. The inner surface shall be free from dents and 
other obstructions as gauged by the failure to pass a mandrel 
thirty-six (36) inches long and having a diameter 86% of the 
nominal diameter of the conduit.
The specifications above shall apply to bends with the 
exception that the thirty-six (36) inch mandrel shall be replaced 
by a ball mandrel of the same diameter.
JOINT
The joint shall be of the Harrington or drive type.
The sleeve of the joint shall be not less than two and 
one-half (2 l/2)inches in length.
I .
The taper of the sleeve and conduit shall maice a true fit 
and shall not be less than one (1) inch in length.
The manufacturer shall supply an approved standard joint­
ing compound sufficient to seal all joints.
FINE AGGREGATE OR SAND
Fine aggregate for use in all concrete or mortar shall 
consist of sand or screenings from hard durable gravel, washed 
and graded from coarse to fine, and when tested by means of 
Laboratory screens and sieves shall meet the following requirements
Not less than 95% shall pass a quarter (l/4) inch screen,
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and not more than 20> shall pass a sieve having 50 meshes per 
lineal inch, and not more than five (5) per cent shall pass a 
sieve having one hundred meshes per lineal inch. Fine aggregate 
shall be clean, coarse, hard, and free from dust, soft particles, 
loam, vegetable or other deleterious matter and of such quality 
that mortar composed of one (1) part Portland cement and three (3) 
parts fine aggregate by weight when made into briquettes will show 
a tensile strength of at least that equal to the strength of one 
to three (1-3) mortar of the same consistency made from the same 
cement and standard Ottawa sand.
In no case shall fine aggregate which contains frost or 
lumps of frozen material be used.
COARSE AGGREGATE OR GRAVEL
Coarse aggregate for use in all concrete shall consist of 
clean, hard, durable gravel, washed and graded in size, free from 
dust, loam, and vegetable or other deleterious matter, and shall 
contain no soft, flat, or elongated particles. The size of the 
coarse aggregate to be used shall be such as to pass an inclined 
or rotary screen having three-fourths (3/4) inch circular openings 
and be retained on a similar screen having three-eighths (3/8) inch 
openings.
WATER
Water used in mixing all concrete shall be'clean and free 
from oil and organic matter, and when tested with litmus shall show 
no acid or alkali reaction.
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CEMENT
All cement used in all concrete or mortar must be of the 
best quality of Portland cement submitted for inspection at least 
ten (10) days before it is used. Inspections and tests shall be 
made only from samples obtained from the inspectors. All cement 
delivered on the work shall be in the original package or barrel 
with the brand plainly marked thereon. All cement shall be free 
from adulterants, and must meet the requirements of the standard 
specifications for Portland cement adopted by the American 
Society for Testing Materials, August 16, 1909, with all sub­
sequent amendments and additions thereto, adopted by said Society.
PAINT
Priming Coat: The priming coat shall conform to the
following formula based on one hundred (100) pounds of paste 
pigment:
100 lb. pure paste red lead
.67 gallons (2/3 gal.) pure boiled linseed oil(measur­
ed)
1.33 gallons (1 l/3 gal.) pure raw linseed oil fmeasur- 
(Makes 4 1 / 8  gal. of paint.) ed)
Finish Coat: The finish coat shall confom to the follow­
ing formula, based on one hundred ( 100) pounds of pure paste red 
lead:
100 lb. pure paste red lead 
12.5 pounds paste chrome yellow, medium
7.5 pounds paste prussian blue 
1.54 gallons (1 9/16 gal.) pure boiled linseed oil
(measured)
3.00 gallons pure raw linseed oil (measured).
(Makes 7 13/16 gal. of paint)
Enough lamp black ground in all shall be added to give the 
desired shade of green to meet the approval of the Council of the 
City of Champaign . __ _______ . _____
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASS A CONCRETE 
PROPORTION OF INGREDIENTS
The concrete shall be composed of one part by bulk of 
Portland cement, two (2) parts by bulk of fine aggregate or sand 
and four (4) parts by bulk of coarse aggregates. One sack of 
cement shall be considered as one cubic foot. The cement, sand, 
and gravel shall be of the kind and quality and sustain the tests 
hereinbefore specified.
MIXING
If mixed by hand, the concrete shall be mixed on tight, 
movable platform of sufficient size to accommodate and expedite 
the manipulations hereinafter specified. The sand and cement 
shall be thoroughly mixed dry until uniform in color. Gravel 
shall then be added to the sand and cement and enough water added 
to make the concrete of the consistency hereinafter specified.
The concrete shall then be turned and mixed until it is homo­
geneous throughout and uniform in color.
If a machine is used to mix the concrete, a batch mixer 
of a type approved by the Council of the City of Champaign shall 
be used. Each batch of concrete shall receive at least fourteen 
fl4) complete revolutions of the drum before being discharged. If 
a thorough mixing of the concrete in the opinion of the Engineer 
is not effected by fourteen revolutions, then a sufficient number 
of additional revolutions shall be given until a thorough mixture of 
each batch of concrete is secured. No materials for a batch of 
concrete shall be put in the drum of the mixer until all the pre­
vious batch in the drum has been discharged.
PLACING
All concrete shall be placed within thirty minutes after
mixing.
CONSISTENCY
The consistency of the concrete shall be such that the con­
crete will not require tamping.
The amount of water to be used shall be that which will 
give such a consistency to the concrete that a pile of concrete 
will tend to flatten out but will not run at the edges. Some means 
must be provided to secure the same amount of water for each batch 
of concrete.
EETEMPERING CONCRETE
The whole operation of mixing ana laying the concrete shall 
be done as expeditiously as possible with a sufficient number of 
shilled men, and must be entirely completed before the cement has 
begun to set. No concrete shall be placed in the work thirty (30) 
minutes after the admixture of water. Ho re-tempering of concrete 
will be permitted.
TEMPERATURE
No concrete shall be laid when the temperature at any time 
during the day or night falls below thirty-two (32) degrees 
Fahrenheit.
INSTALLATION
All sub-station equipment consisting of panel boards, 
regulators, switches, meters, etc., shall be installed at the 
existing street lighting control station.
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All metal parts, such as panel supports, switch frames or 
tanks, cable sheaths, transformer cases, regulator cases or frames, 
etc., shall be permanently and effectively grounded to a permanent 
ground by copper wire not less than No. 8 B & S gauge. In the 
case of the cables, the ground wire shall be soldered directly to 
the sheath, using a soldering iron for this purpose.
The ground to which the ground wires are to be attached 
shall consist of one length of one and one-quarter (1 l/4") inch 
galvanized extra heavy genuine wrought iron pipe, extending at 
least ten (10) feet into the earth and provided with a brass cap, 
firmly screwed to the pipe, into which the ground wire shall be 
soldered.
All electrical connections to the bus bars, switches, 
transformers, etc., shall be securely soldered into suitable copper 
lugs or clamps.
All joints shall be thoroughly taped with bias varnish 
cambric tape to not less than the original thickness of insulation 
on wires. The varnished cambric shall then be covered with one 
layer, half lap, of friction tape, and the whole covered with a 
coat of insulating varnish or paint.
All connecting wires, with the exception of the ammeter 
leads, shall have rubber insulation twelve sixty-fourths (12/64) 
inch thick which shall conform to the specifications hereinbefore 
specified for 5000 volt wire insulation, and this rubber wall 
covered with two layers of impregnated cotton braid.
CONDUIT
Definition: Wherever the word conduit is used in these spec­
ifications, it shall be construed to mean the structure built up of
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of fibre duct conduits, enveloped in concrete, whether of one or 
more ducts, and is also applied to the tile ducts now in place.
GENERAL
Bituminized conduit of the kind hereinbefore specified 
shall be laid in single or multiple duct runs for the purpose of
■ f
carrying the wires under-ground. The number of ducts laid shall 
be as shown on the attached drawings for the respective locations.
TRENCHING AND LAYING CONDUIT
The trenches for the conduit shall be excavated to the 
grade heretofore set forth, and of such width that at least two 
(2) Inches of concrete may be placed on each side of the one or 
more ducts required to be laid at the respective locations.
Where unxorseen obstructions or other underground services 
are met with, the excavation shall be done, extra work and materials 
furnished, as far as may be required to afford facilities for lay­
ing of conduit around, under, over or through such obstructions 
as the engineer may direct, and no extra compensation will be 
allowed therefor.
Loose dirt on the bottom of the trenches shall be tamped 
solid previous to placing concrete, and any sharp stones or rocks 
which are encountered in the bottom of the trench or filling dirt, 
must be removed.
The sides of the trenches shall be vertical, and wherever 
required, the trenches must be shored to prevent caving. The 
trenches must be kept absolutly free from water during the laying 
of the conduit. On the bottom of the trench, prepared as herein-
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before specified, shall be laid a layer of Class A concrete.
After placing, the concrete shall be brought to a smooth, compact, 
even surface. The layer of concrete shall be not less than two 
and one-half (2 l/2) inches in thickness and of sufficient width 
to extend not less than two (2) inches on each side of the con­
duit when laid.
Before the layer of concrete, hereinbefore specified, 
begins to harden, conduit, of the number and arrangement of ducts 
shown on the attached drawings for the respective locations, shall 
be placed on the concrete and so bedded in that it shall be 
supported throughout its entire length. The joints in the conduit 
shall be driven tightly together and sealed with an approved 
standard jointing compound.
As soon as the duct or ducts are laid in the manner here­
inbefore specified, Glass A concrete shall be placed around the 
sides and over the top of the conduit to a thickness of not less 
than two (2) inches on both the top and sides.
Wherever and whenever work is suspended, the open ends of 
all ducts must be securely plugged with water soaked hard-wood 
plugs, covered with cheese cloth, conforming accurately to the 
shape of the duct, and at the larger end at least one-quarter (l/4) 
inch greater in dimension than the hole in the duct.
BACK PILLING
After the laying of the conduit has been completed accord­
ing to the above specifications and the concrete allowed to harden 
sufficiently to withstand the work of tamping, the earth shall be 
replaced in the trench in layers of not more than four inches in
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thickness, and each layer shall be well dampened, and tamped with 
a tamper having an area of not more than twenty-five (25) square 
inches, and weighing not less than forty pounds, into an unyield­
ing condition, The earth shall be brought to the height of 
the sub-grade of the superstructure where the conduit lies under 
pavement or sidewalks, and where the conduit lies in the parking, 
the earth back fill shall be brought to the surface of the ground 
adjacent to the trench.
REPLACING PAVEMENT
Where excavations occur through paved streets or alleys 
the pavement or pavement base shall be cut to such a width that 
shoulders not less than six (6) inches shall be provided on each 
side of the trench as excavated, to furnish a bearing for the 
pavement or pavement base to be re-laid. The pavement or pavement 
base replaced shall be not less than six (6) inches in thickness 
and shall be transversely reinforced with one-quarter inch fl/4”) 
round steel rods spaced eight (8) inches center to center. All 
concrete shall be of the kind and quality hereinbefore specified 
as Class A concrete. The surface of the street shall be re-laid 
of the same quality of materials and of the same thickness as the 
surface of the original pavement. The finished surface of the 
pavement replaced shall conform to the surface of the adjacent 
pavement.
REPLACING CURB AND GUTTER
Where excavations occur through curb and gutter, the whole 
curb and gutter shall be removed, and shall be replaced with new 
curb and gutter of the shape and dimensions of that removed. The
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concrete to be used in the curb and gutter shall be of the kind 
and quality hereinbefore specified as Glass A concrete. The finish 
ed surface of the curb and gutter at the outer edge of the gutter 
shall conform to the surface of the adjacent pavement.
REPLACING CONCRETE SIDEWALK
Where excavations occur through concrete sidewalks, the 
sidewalk shall be replaced in a workmanlike manner, the concrete 
to be of the kind and quality hereinbefore specified as Class A 
concrete. The finished top shall be made of mortar composed of 
one (1) part by bulk of Portland cement and two (2) parts by 
bulk of clean sharp sand.
In no case shall less than a full block of concrete side­
walk be replaced except by permission of the Council of the City 
of Champaign, Illinois.
The top of the finished sidewalk shall conform to the 
grade of the adjacent sidewalk.
The contractor shall guarantee the pavement, sidewalxs, or 
curb and gutter relaid to be in good condition at the expiration 
of one year.
MANHOLES
WALLS
Manholes shall be constructed of the respective type, shape 
and dimensions and at the locations shown on the attached drawings. 
The walls shall be eight (8) inches in thickness, and shall be 
built of whole hard burned brick, of good quality, laid in cement 
mortar, consisting of one (1) part by bulk of the best Portland
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cement, and three (3) parts by bulk of clean sharp sand. Immedia­
tely before laying, the brick shall be thoroughly drenched with 
water.
The sand and cement shall be of the kind and quality 
hereinbefore specified.
ROOF SLAB
Forms: The forms for the roof slab shall be erected in
workmanlike manner so as to leave a smooth, even surface to the 
slab when the forms are removed. They shall be well braced.
STEEL
The steel reinforcing bars shall be of the size, shape, 
and spaced as shown on the attached drawings, and they shall be 
of the best quality reinforcing steel rolled from new billets.
(Mo re-rolled stock will be allowed.) It shall be free from ex­
cessive rust and oil. All bars shall be cut to required length, 
no splicing of reinforcing bars will be permitted. The steel 
shall be placed on the forms in such a manner that the center of 
the bars are one and one-half (1 l/2) inches from the bottom of 
the slab.
CONCRETE
The roof slab shall be made of Olass A concrete. The 
concrete shall be placed in successive batches, and no more than 
thirty (30) minutes shall elapse between the placing of batches.
The concrete slab shall be not less than six (6) inches thick
when finisned. The top surface of the slab shall be finished 
smooth by means of a float.
COVERING
As soon as the concrete has hardened sufficiently so that 
the surface will not mar, it shall be covered with moist earth 
to a depth of six (6) inches. An opening of the size shown on the 
attached drawing shall be left in the roof slab for access to the 
manhole.
FLOOR
The manhole shall be provided with a floor of Class A 
concrete. The earth shall be leveled, and any loose earth well 
tamped to provide an even bearing for the floor. The concrete 
shall be placed to a depth of not less than three inches and 
brought to an even and compact surface, and a coat of cement 
mortar one-half (l/H) inch in thickness and composed of one part 
by bulk of cement and two parts by bulk of sand and cement to be 
of the kind and quality hereinbefore specified, shall be spread 
and finished smooth witn a trowel. Before the floor is laid, the 
iron pipe ground, herein specified, for the electrical apparatus 
shall be driven as shown on the attached drawings.
COVERS AND LIDS
The covers and lids shall be of the shape and dimensions 
shown on the attached drawings, and they shall be of the best 
quality of soft grey iron without the admixture of any inferior 
materials.
Cable racks 3hall be placed in each manhole, of the number 
and kind, and at the location shown on the attached drawing for 
the respective styles of manholes.
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LOCATION OF PULL BOXES
Concrete pull boxes shall be located, as shown on attached 
drawings, at each standard and at points where a change in direc­
tion of the single or multiple duct conduit occurs, except at the 
locations where steel taped wire is to be used.
rJ?he pull boxes shall be eighteen (18) inches wide, eigh­
teen (18) inches long and of such a depth that the bottom of the 
pull box will be at least six (6) inches below the invert of the 
bottom duct or tier of ducts.
They shall have walls two and one-half (2 l/2) inches in 
thickness made of concrete of the kind and quality hereinbefore 
specified as Class A concrete. The covers and lids shall be of 
the style and shape and dimensions shown on the attached drawings 
and shall be made of the best quality of soft grey iron without 
the admixture of any inferior material.
WIRES INSTALLED IN CONDUIT
In pulling the wires into conduit, no length over five 
hundred (500) feet &all be pulled into conduit at one time. All 
cables shall be thoroughly greased as they are pulled into the 
conduit. They shall be protected from injury as they enter the 
conduit by suitable leather or lead cable protectors placed in 
the mouth of the duct. The ends of all cables shall be hermeti­
cally sealed with solder immediately after cutting. The pull-in 
rope shall be so attached to the cable as not to disturb the seal. 
The pull-in rope shall be attached through an effective swivel so 
that the twist of the rope due to the tension will not be trans­
mitted to the cable. Sufficient slack shall be left in all
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manholes so that the cables may be carried around the sides of the 
manholes on iron cable rests or hooks, properly spliced or connect­
ed to transformers. During installation, no cable shall be bent 
on a radius less than ten (10) times the outside diameter. The 
cable shall be carefully protected at the mouth of the duct, and 
shall not be left hanging loosely or lying on the manhole floor.
The steel taped cable, except when otherwise specified, 
shall be laid in a trench at least eighteen (18) inches deep follow­
ing the inside line of the curb and in such a manner as to elimi­
nate all unnecessary bends or turns. Any sharp stones or rocks 
found in the bottom of the trench or in the filling dirt must be 
removed to avoid injury to the cable. As soon as the cable is cut, 
the end shall be sealed with solder or into the pothead to prevent 
moisture from entering tne insulation of the cable.
If any unsealed cable is exposed to moisture, it shall 
successfully stand the electrical tests for cables of its kind 
before being connected as an integral part of the system. The 
expense of removal, test, and replacement of the cable shall be 
borne by the contractor.
SPLICES
No splices or joints will be permitted in any underground 
cable or wire except in manholes or pull boxes. All splices and 
connections shall be made by expert workmen, experienced in this 
work.
The lead sheathing on the end of each table shall be care­
fully removed without injury to the insulation for a distance one 
(1) inch shorter than one-half the length of the lead sleeve
hereinafter specified for the respective cables. The rubber in­
sulation on the end of each cable shall be carefully removed for 
a distance of three-quarters (3/4) inch. The ends of the con­
ductors shall be joined by soldering into a copper sleeve one and 
one-quarter (1 l/4) inches long, .024 inch thick, and of such an 
inside diameter that it fits the conductor snugly. The joint 
shall then be covered with pure rubber tape to a thickness of one 
thirty-second (l/32) inch upon which shall be wrapped a good grade 
of rubber tape, applied spirally to a thickness slightly in excess 
of the rubber insulation of the cable being spliced. Upon the 
rubber tape shall be applied one layer (half lap) of friction tape 
and the whole thoroughly painted with insulating varnish.
A lead sleeve of the dimensions given in the accompanying 
table for the respective cables shall then be put in place, the 
ends beat in to fit tightly to the lead sheathing of the cable 
being spliced and attached to it by a waterproof wiped joint.
TABLE OF LEAD SLEEVE SIZES
For single conductor cable for 600 and 1000 volt service 
1" inside diameter by 8” long.
For twin conductor cable for 600 and 1000 volt service 
1 1/2” x 12”.
For single conductor cable for 5000 volt service 1 1 /2”
x 10”.
For twin conductor cable for 5000 volt service,2" x 14". 
CONNECTIONS TO POTHEAD
Connections of cable to pothead shall be made in such a 
manner as to prevent moisture entering the cable at this point.
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The cable shall be hermetically sealed into the pothead with Ajax 
splicing compound or equivalent. In making the connection to 
pothead terminal the lead sheathing of the underground cable shall 
be cut back from the end of the rubber insulation a distance not 
less than l/2rt nor more than 3/4".
At each pothead the lead sheathing of the incoming cable 
shall be electrically connected to the lead sheathing of the out­
going cable by suitable clamp or other means.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN MANHOLES
Series transformers of the size and kind hereinbefore 
specified shall be installed in the respective manholes as shown 
on attached drawings.
The transformers shall be set firmly on brick piers not 
less than twelve (12) inches high, and sixteen inches square.
The cables connected to the transformers shall be carried 
around the walls of the manhole on the hooks provided therefor in 
a neat manner. The lead sheath of the cables shall connect to the 
brass nipple of the transformer terminals by a waterproof wiped 
joint. All transformer cases and cable sheaths shall be permanently 
and effectively grounded in the manner hereinbefore specified for 
the grounding of equipment in the substation except that, the ground 
pipe shall extend five (5) feet into the earth below the concrete 
floor in the manholes.
FOUNDATIONS FOR STANDARDS
EXCAVATIONS
The earth shall be removed to the width, length, and depth
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to conform to the dimensions and grade shown on the attached 
drawings. All loose dirt in the bottom of the hole shall be well 
tamped to a firm condition and the bottom carefully leveled off 
to provide an even bearing for the foundation.
Foundations of the shape and dimensions shown on attached 
drawing shall be cast in place and shall be of Class A concrete.
All foundation bolts, pothead brackets, and conduit shall 
be securely held in position by means of a templet.
The top of the concrete must be smooth, level, and brought 
to the level of the top surface of the adjacent curbing. Where 
no curbing exists, the top of the foundation shall be brought to 
the elevation shown on the attached drawings.
The anchor bolts and conduit shall be of the size and kind 
and arranged in the manner shown on the attached drawings.
STANDARDS
The standards shall be placed on the foundation and set 
plumb and true. Should it be necessary to use shims for plumbing 
standards or for securing even bearing metal shims shall be used. 
(No wood will be allowed.) Where shims are used or where the base 
of the pole does not have an even bearing all around, they shall 
be grouted out with cement mortar composed of one (1) part Portland 
cement and one (1) part sand mixed thin enough to flow readily.
Where standards are to be set on existing concrete side­
walks, holes shall be drilled in the sidewalk of sufficient size 
to receive the bolt and not less than four (4) inches deep. The 
anchor bolts shall be grouted in with cement mortar composed of 
one (1) part by bulk of Portland cement and one part by bulk of
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fine sand. The pothead support shall be set in the manner here­
inbefore specified for the anchor bolts.
The standard shall be set plumb and true by means of metal 
shims and the space between the walk and the base of the standard 
filled with cement mortar 3 0 that the standard shall have a true 
bearing over the entire base.
Immediately after the lamp standards have been erected 
and all connections hereto have been completed, they shall be 
thoroughly cleaned with a stiff wire brush and covered with one 
priming coat and one finish coat of paint well brushed on. The 
paint used shall conform to the specifications for paint herein­
before specified.
The standards shall then be consecutively numbered in each 
group. The numbers shall be painted on the door of the cast iron 
post with good white lead paint.
EXPLANATORY.
In these specifications, the words ’wire" and "cable" are 
synonymously used.
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VI SUMMARY
The following analysis of cost of the different types of 
systems is of interest. It is based on a standard block of 400 
feet with an intersecting street 60 feet wide, and lamp spacing 
of 80 feet.
Residential Lighting
5 - 10' 6" standards complete at #53.00 each $265.00
5 - 80" x 20" x 24" foundations at $7.50 each 37.
920 ft. 1000 volt steel taped cable at $240.00
per 1000 feet 220.80
50 ft 1000 volt twin conductor lead covered
cable at $180.00 per 1000 feet 9.00
.40 K W station equipment at $43.30 per K W 17.32
.40 K W distributing equipment (mains,.manholes and
transformers) at $246.40 per K W 98.56
TOTAL 648.18
Serai-residential Lighting
5 - 1 2 '  6" standards complete at $65.00 each 325.00
5 - 24" x 24" x 30" foundations at $8.50 each 42.50
920 ft. 1000 volt steel taped cable at $240.00
per 1000 feet 220.80
60 ft. 1000 volt twin conductor lead covered
cable at $180.00 per 1000 feet 10.80
.825 K W station equipment at 35.72
.825 K W distributing equipment at $264.40 per W 218.13
TOTAL 852. ^ 5
Semi-business Lighting
5 - 1 2 '  6" standards complete at $65.00 each 325.00
5 - 24" x 24" x 30" foundations at $8.50 each 42.50
5 - 18" x 18" x 24" pullboxes at $22.00 each 110.00
920 feet 1000 volt lead covered cable at $100.00
per 1000 feet 92.00
60 feet 1000 volt twin conductor lead covered
cable at $180.00 per 1000 feet 10.80
920 feet 1 duct conduit in place at $1.60 per lineal
foot 1472.00
.825 K W station equipment at $43.30 per l  W 35.72
.825 K W distributing equipment at $264.40 per K W 218.13
TOTAL 2306.15“
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Business Lighting
10 - 12' 6” standards complete at #65.00 each 
10 - 24'* x 24" x 30" foundations at #8.50 each 
10 - 18" x 18" x 24" pullboxes at $22.00 each 
1840 feet 1000 volt lead covered cable at $100.00 
per 1000 feet
120 feet 1000 volt twin conductor lead covered 
cable at #180.00 per 1000 feet 
920 feet 2 duct conduit in place at $1.70 per 
lineal foot
1.65 K W station equipment at $43.30 per W
1.65 K W distributing equipment at f264.40 per K W
TOTAL
These totals give the following unit costs:
1 Cost per running foot of street
Residential lighting $1.41 
Semi-residential lighting 1.86 
Semi-business lighting 5.01 
Business lighting 7.04
2 Cost per property front foot
Residential .81 
Semi-residential 1.07 
Semi-business 2.88 
Business 4.04
650.00 
85.00
220.00
184.00
21.60
1564.00
71.44
436.26
3232730
3 Cost per standard
Residential 
Semi-residential 
Semi-business 
Business
129.60
170.60 
230.62 
323.23
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APPENDIX A
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROCEDURE
Municipal improvements are of two kinds:- general and local.
An improvement which affects the entire municipality is known as 
a general improvement and is paid for by bonds issued by the city, 
which have been favorably voted on by the citizens of the city.
The money to pay the interest on the bonds and to retire them is 
raised through general taxation. An improvement which affects 
only a portion of a municipality is designated as a local im­
provement and is also paid for by bonds. In this case, however, 
the money to pay the interest and to retire the bonds is obtain­
ed by levying a special assessment against the property abutting 
the improvement and benefited by it. There is one difference, 
other than their relative magnitude to which the author wishes 
to call attention without comment and that is that in raising 
the money for a general improvement a given amount is added to 
the tax budget and each piece of property pays an amount pro­
portional to its tax valuation while the special assessments for 
a local improvement are practically always levied on the basis 
of frontage or area or a combination of the two. The result of 
the two methods is that in a local improvement; two properties 
similarly located are assessed equally while in the case of the 
general improvement two properties similarly located are not 
necessarily taxed the same amount, the more improved property 
bearing the heavier burden.
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A local improvement can originate in either of two ways:- 
first through a desire on ihe part of the property owners for 
the improvement as evidenced by a petition, or by a recognition 
on the part of the city council (in the case of cities operating 
under the Commission form) that the improvement is needed.
Originating in either way the procedure is the same. The 
city engineer is instructed to prepare an estimate of the cost 
of the improvement. The estimate is prepared, and presented to 
the council. If it is approved, a resolution, known as the first 
resolution, defining the limits, character, and estimated cost of 
the improvement, and setting a date for a public hearing on the 
project is adopted. A copy of this resolution is mailed to each 
taxpayer affected. At the public hearing the views of the tax­
payers relative to the desirability, the nature, the extent or 
other physical or economic details of improvement may be express­
ed.
After all who desire have been heard the Council takes such 
action as may seem best either in stopping the proceedings, 
changing the nature or the extent, etc. If the council decides 
to proceed with the improvement it adopts a "final" resolution.
An ordinance is then prepared and passed which contains a state­
ment of the extent and character of the improvement, the estimate 
of the cost, specifications, and details. A Commissioner of 
Assessment is then appointed.
A petition containing a copy of the ordinance, praying the 
County Court to levy the assessment is filed. Then the report
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of the Commissioner of Assessment showing the assessment, against 
each individual piece of property is filed with the court. The 
court then sets a date for court hearing at which hearing the 
legality of the proceedings may be questioned or the relation of 
assessment to benefit for a given piece of property may be argued. 
If the court hearing is satisfactory the court confirms the 
assessment roll and the city council advertises for bids. After 
the successful bidder has started the work the city clerk issues 
a voucher which is filed in the country clerk's office. The 
county clerk then issues an order to the special collector to 
collect the assessment, and interest on the assessments begin at 
this time. After the work has been finished and accepted by the 
Council a report by the Council as to expenditures is filed with 
the county court and given a court hearing.
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